
Dr. Pilhuj      120B Capers 
kate.pilhuj@citadel.edu     Office Hours: MW 1000-1100 and 1430-1530, TR 1300-1500; by appt. 

English 201: Major British Writers I (MW 1300-1415, 113 Capers)  
 
Course Description                                
This course provides an overview of English and British literature from its inception in the medieval period, to its development across the 
Renaissance, through the English civil wars and Restoration, and concluding with the early eighteenth century.  Since no work of art is 
created in a vacuum, this course will also consider the relevant historical and cultural backgrounds of these periods.  By examining multiple 
examples of literary works in tandem with their cultural context, we will consider how each text was influenced by and, in turn, affected its 
contemporary events, people, values, and beliefs. 
 
Course Objectives 

●To provide an overview of the development of what is considered English and British literature, from its origins to the early eighteenth 
century. 
 

●To understand the production, dissemination, and reception of texts. 
 

●To introduce the concept of genre, provide examples of each, and illustrate what happens when a text fulfills and/or subverts generic 
categories.  
 

●To provide sufficient historical and cultural background in order to utilize that information as a lens through which to view certain texts. 
 

●To familiarize students with the vocabulary needed to discuss poetic, dramatic, polemical, etc. texts.    
 

●To discuss the ways in which texts included in this literary tradition affect writing and popular culture today, while also considering the 
effects of popular perceptions of the past on how these works are received today.  
 

●To develop students’ critical thinking skills in the task of textual interpretation by emphasizing close reading, application of theory, and 
consideration of relevant historical information while examining literary works. 
 

●To emphasize the development of writing skills by stressing draft writing, revision, and careful editing of both in-class and extra-class 
essays.   
 
Textbooks and Readings 
The main text for this class will be The Norton Anthology of English Literature: The Major Authors, Ninth Edition, Volume 1.  The book should be 
bundled with a copy of 1 Henry IV.  Any additional reading material will be emailed prior to its due date.  Readings for this class will be 
substantial and cumulative; during class discussion, I will refer to previous texts and I encourage you to think of the works covered in 
connection with each other.  You should bring the appropriate text to class each day; should we have an in-class assignment regarding a 
work, you may not borrow my or anyone else’s book.  The readings are due the date on which they are listed in your assignment sheet.   

When reading texts for this class, I highly recommend that you go over most works (especially the shorter ones) numerous 
times, marking important or confusing passages with a pencil or highlighter and marking questions and comments in the 
margins or an accompanying notebook.  This kind of active reading will help foster class discussion, allow you to direct the 
day’s topics and answer your own questions, and leave you overall better prepared for discussion, questions, and reviewing for 
exams and papers.  Bear in mind that the amount of markings within your text will NOT adversely affect the resale price at the 
end of the semester. 
 
Guidelines and Expectations 
Class attendance is mandatory; you will be given a grade each day based on your participation in that class.  These daily grades will then be 
averaged to determine your final participation grade; see the attendance guideline sheet for more detail.  Basic effective participation 
includes answering and asking questions, providing thoughtful commentary on class readings or classmates’ responses, active note-taking, 



and giving undivided attention to the discussion.  Should you have trouble with speaking during class, I encourage you to see me before or 
after class to discuss strategies for increasing your involvement in class discussion.   
 
When responding to your classmates or your professor, I expect each student to demonstrate respect and courtesy towards each other.  I 
have no desire to curtail opinion; however, your opinion and insight (whether about a text or a peer’s response to that text) should be 
expressed in a mature manner.  You can be critical without being harsh, debate without being confrontational, and discuss issues without 
heightened emotion. 
 
I highly recommend that you take notes during both lectures and discussions, including the comments of your peers.  These notes will help 
during review and when composing written assignments.  
 
While electronic devices are allowed in the classroom, their noises are not.  While I understand that many people find note-taking more 
efficient on their laptops, should I find you engaged in any other non-note related activity on your laptop, you will no longer be allowed to 
bring the device to class. 
 
I reserve the right to give pop quizzes should I feel that the majority of the class is not doing the readings. 
 
Nota Bene: Class time is your time.  While there will be certain areas and questions that I will require to be covered during our meetings, 
you should approach each meeting with your own agenda: use the time to ask the questions you want answered, to share the thoughts you 
have on a particular text, to examine the passages you find confusing or problematic.  Much of the discussion’s level of interest will be 
determined by your questions and responses to the subject; make class time productive for you. 
 
Homework 
Questions pertaining to the next reading will sometimes be given during the class before. You must turn in a brief typed response to these 
questions at the start of the next class. Homework assignments must be typed and double-spaced, unless otherwise directed.  Completing 
all homework assignments with care and attention will ensure a higher homework grade and an improvement to your overall average.  They 
should also be viewed as practice runs for your more formal assignments; therefore, take note of the comments I provide.   
 
Exams 
You will take two exams, one at the midpoint of the semester and one during finals week.  The exams will consist of identification and 
explication of certain passages; the final exam will cover the texts read after the first exam.  Each test will be in-class and closed book.  
Exam format and expectations will be discussed in greater detail as the dates approach.  Make-up exams must be arranged in person well in 
advance of the test date.  Barring emergencies, you may not make up an exam without scheduling one before the test date.  
 
Essays 
You will be expected to submit two papers, of 4-6 pages in length, this semester.  A few weeks before the due dates, I will provide you with 
a number of topics from which you may choose your own.  The essays should be persuasive and analytical; you will formulate a specific 
thesis that makes a detailed assertion about a certain text(s).  Your thesis will then be supported by detailed evidence from the text(s) about 
which you are writing.  As the due dates for essays approaches, we will go over strategies for developing ideas (ideally from one or more of 
your homeworks), formulating theses, organizing evidence, and focusing on critical analysis of a work.  You are not to consult outside 
sources for the essays; they are meant to derive from your own engagement with the text, class discussion, and our own meetings. 
 
Essay format will be in MLA, with no title page.  Please use twelve-point New Times Roman, with 1-inch margins.  Full name should be on 
the first page, with last name and page number in the upper right-hand corner of all subsequent pages.  Papers must be stapled BEFORE 
the assignment is submitted.  Extensions may be granted on an individual basis, but you must meet with me in person at least 24 hours 
prior to the deadline.  Late assignments will have 1/3 of a letter grade deducted from the final grade for every day that it is late, including 
days our class does not meet.  I will not always remind you of missing or late papers.   
 
The Academic Support Center is an excellent campus resource, located in Thompson Hall.  I encourage you to bring in your ideas and 
papers throughout the semester, and may require you to attend the Center as part of the work for the course.  The tutors at the Center will 
help you at any point during the writing process; however, they are not a proofreading or editing service.  The website, which also features 
strategies for writing, is http://www.citadel.edu/root.asc.  Purdue University’s Online Writing Lab, or OWL, is also a valuable internet 
resource. 
 
Plagiarism 

Plagiarism is a violation of the Honor Code and will be dealt with accordingly. Plagiarism consists of copying, either in full or in part, 
someone else’s work and representing it as your own.  Plagiarism also includes changing the words yet still using another’s 
original ideas as your own.  Any form of cheating will result in notification of the Honor Court.  Should you require more 
clarification as to what constitutes plagiarism, please do not hesitate to meet with me.   
 
 



 
Grades     
While you will be informed of your grades on essays and exams when they are returned to you, if at any time you wish to receive a more 
detailed report of your progress at any time during the semester, you may schedule an appointment with me.  Keeping informed of your 
grade is your responsibility.  Your final grade will be determined by the following: 
Essay 1: 15% 
Essay 2: 20% 
Midterm: 20% 
Final: 25% 
Homework/quizzes: 10% 
Participation: 10% 
 
Communication 
Email is one of the easiest and fastest methods of communication available.  Through email, I will be happy to set up appointments, 
answer brief questions, and quickly clarify assignments or announcements made in class.  However, I will not answer in-depth questions, 
discuss individual grades, read and/or edit drafts, or give a report of what was missed during an absence.  You should also expect about 
half a day for an email response from me.   
 
For more in-depth discussions concerning class assignments, rough drafts, and other issues related to class progress, I recommend that you 
see me during office hours or make an appointment.  When you must miss a class, it is your responsibility to find out what was covered by 
meeting with one or more of your classmates.  Announcements and other important information made in class will often be sent via email.  
Please ensure that whatever email you use is set up to receive mail sent to your school account.  Finally, in the case of extensions, I require 
that you see me in person (see under Late Work, above). 
     
Final Note: Coming to class on time, being prepared, and taking an active role in class participation and completion of assignments are 
essential components of the course.  If you have trouble speaking in class, come see me about ways that you can overcome your 
hesitations.  If you find yourself falling behind, come see me about strategies for managing study time.  If you feel overwhelmed, confused, 
or just plain lost, come talk to me.  I am available by email, appointment, and at office hours. 
 
You should read this syllabus THOROUGHLY; by remaining enrolled in this class, you agree to abide by the guidelines 
contained therein.   
 
List of Readings and Assignments 
Although not required, introductions and author biographies found at the openings of many texts can be helpful.  I highly recommend that 
you read the relevant introduction before coming to class as they will often provide historical background and raise issues that we will 
discuss. I also suggest that you read the individual introductions to a text AFTER you have read the work itself, so that you may first 
formulate your own ideas about the reading and avoid having the text’s ending prematurely revealed.  PO refers to print-outs of texts that 
will be e-mailed to the class prior to when that reading is due.  
 

W 15 Jan: Introductions  
 
M 20 Jan: No class  
W 22 Jan: Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, General Prologue (Norton 194-213) 
 
M 27 Jan: Chaucer, “The Miller’s Prologue and Tale” (Norton 214-230) 
W 29 Jan: Chaucer, “The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale” (Norton 231-258) 
 
M 3 Feb: Margery Kempe, The Book of Margery Kempe (PO ); Julian of Norwich, A Book of Showings… (Norton 292-294); intro to 
medieval drama 
R 5 Feb: Wakefield Master, The Second Shepherds’ Play (Norton 301-327) 
 
M 10 Feb: Thomas Malory, Morte Darthur (Norton 329-347); intro to the renaissance   
R 12 Feb: Poetry Unit: Thomas Wyatt, “Whoso list to hunt,” “They flee from me,” “Stand whoso list” (Norton 384-386); 
Edmund Spenser, Amoretti 67, 75, 79 (Norton 476-477); Christopher Marlowe, “The Passionate Shepherd to His Love” 
(Norton 499); Walter Ralegh, “The Nymph’s Reply to the Shepherd” (Norton 488); Shakespeare, Sonnets 18, 20, 55 (Norton 
541, 542, 544); John Donne, “The Flea,” “The Sun Rising,” “Elegy 19,” Holy Sonnets 14 and 18 (Norton 669, 672, 685, 692); 
Mary Wroth, Sonnets 74 and 77 (Norton 723,724); Andrew Marvell, “To His Coy Mistress” (Norton 751) 
  
 



M 17 Feb: Finish poetry; introduction to Renaissance theater    
  
W 19 Feb: William Shakespeare, 1 Henry IV, Act 1 (Norton Critical Edition) 
 
M 24 Feb: 1 Henry IV, Acts 2 and 3 
R 26 Feb: 1 Henry IV, Acts 4 and 5 
 
M 3 Mar: : Midterm Review; essay writing review; intro to English civil wars and restoration 
W 5 Mar: Midterm Exam. Bring Blue Book 
 
M 10 Mar: John Milton, Paradise Lost, Book 1, ll. 1-375, 522-798 (Norton 801-819) 
W 12 Mar: Paradise Lost, Book 2, ll. 1-487, 629-919 and Book 3, ll. 1-271(Norton 819-847); First Paper due 
  
M 17 Mar: Paradise Lost, Book 4, ll. 1-538, 610-775 and Book 8, ll. 249-653 (Norton 854-870, 878-886) 
W 19 Mar: Paradise Lost, Book 9, ll.  1-1189, Book 10, ll. 455-579, 845-1104 and Book 12, ll. 466-649 (Norton 887-929) 
 
Spring Break 
 
M 31 Mar: Margaret Cavendish, The Convent of Pleasure (PO) 
W 2 Apr: Aphra Behn, Oroonoko (Norton 1010-1032) 
 
M 7 Apr: Oroonoko (Norton 1032-1054) 
W 9 Apr: Jonathon Swift, Gulliver’s Travels (Norton 1058-1082) 
 
M 14 Apr: Travels (Norton 1082-1102) 
W 16 Apr: Travels (Norton 1102-1141) 
 
M 21 Apr: Travels (1155-1199); Swift “A Modest Proposal” (Norton 1199-1205) 
W 23 Apr: Eliza Haywood, Fantomina (PO) 
 
M 28 Apr: Final Exam Review 
 
F 2 May: Second Essay due (in mailbox or office by noon) 
 
Final Exam:  Monday 5 May, 1300. Bring Blue Book 
 
 


